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mHealth, IoT, and Telemedicine

Telemedicine

IoTmHealth

Applications used 
to deliver 
telemedicine 
services

Personal Apps

Personal Devices

Full telemonitoring 
systems



mHealth, IoT, and Telemedicine
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EXAMPLE: mHEALTH and TELEMEDICINE 
FOR CLINICAL TRIAL



EXAMPLE: System Components-
WebBioBank



EXAMPLE: System Components-
Workflow Manager



EXAMPLE: System Components - mobile 
App



EXAMPLE: clinician’s use



EXAMPLE: patient’s use



WHY MOBILE: HEALTHCARE INCLUSION
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• Digital inclusion
also of developing
countries

• Distributing
healthcare benefits 
across society 
(equity)

Low-income countries are above the world 
global average



WHY MOBILE: REAL-TIME 
COMMUNICATION
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• The app helps doctors get information 
about their acute kidney failure 
patients to enable faster diagnostics 
in situations where time is of the 
essence. 

• The app uses 'breaking news' alerts 
to make sure doctors' attention is 
directed to the patients who need it 
the most in the moment.



WHY MOBILE: PATIENT-CENTERED 
MEDICINE

• Patient inclusion in healthcare delivery
• Increased education capability
• Services for non-patients (wellness, 

healthy lifestyle)
• Moving some health responsibilites to 

patients



WHY MOBILE: MEDICAL PRACTICE



WHY MOBILE: MEDICAL EDUCATION



WHY MOBILE: COLLECTING DATA FOR 
RESEARCH

Crowdsourcing for research

Collect digital data for advanced analytics

Collecting data for epidemics



HEALTH SOCIAL MEDIA

Citizens use social media as a reliable source of 
health information

40% changed
their lifestyle
according to 

advices found
on social media

54% seek
advice on 

online 
communities

90% rely on 
information 

found on social 
media
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL MEDIA



HEALTH MOBILE APPS
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27% of internet users and 20 percent of adults have tracked their weight, 
diet, exercise routine, symptoms, or another health indicator online.



mHEALTH AND IoT
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IoT
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“Interconnection of sensing and actuating 
devices providing the ability to share 
information across platforms through a unified 
framework, developing a common operating 
picture for enabling innovative applications. 
This is achieved by seamless ubiquitous 
sensing, data analytics and information 
representation with Cloud computing as the 
unifying framework.”



Internet of (health) Things
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Islam et al, IEEE Access 2015



IO(h)T



IO(h)T 
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• Intellis system for treating 
chronic pain by delivering 
neurostimulation at the 
spinal cord. 

• Using a Samsung Galaxy 
Tab S2, the patient's 
caregiver can adjust the 
neurostimulation according 
to a workflow designed by 
Medtronic called Evolve.



WEREABLE HEALTH
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Hearable: hearing aids with Bluetooth 
capability and connection to smartphones



SENSORS AND DRUGS
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CONCERNS & CAVEATS

RISKS

DATA SECURITY

CONTENT 
RELIABILITY

INAPPROPRIATE 
USE
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QUALITY, RELIABILITY, AND USEFULNESS
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PATIENT’S QUALITY EVALUATION
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SPECIALIZED REVIEW SITES

http://www.imedicalapps.com/

http://www.rankedhealth.com
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COMPANIES MOVING FORWARD
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CLINICAL STUDIES
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FDA APPROVAL
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https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/apple-unveils-watch-series-4-fda-approved-
ecg?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWXpFeE5EQTFaalJrTjJSayIsInQiOiJ4bDRrb2M5ckZYK1V2SlJwbkxvaXUwak9WbDdRUEJ0VjlXNDI5VTBVd
mNtTTJpWnRwenRuSmNkaGUyU0lVWW15TFJXajU3TUl3UjU0NE5KQ013TERESVRHREhVNVdcL2cwVjV2c2J6TkdrRVhDV2Ft
MEVmVEMrXC9Fcm5FbDFzUTFHIn0%3D



PRESCRIBING APPS
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GUIDELINES
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Reclassification of mobile medical apps for smartphones 
and other mobile devices à generally risk class IIa, but 
under certain conditions can be risk class IIb or III. (Rule 
11 in Annex VIII MDR)

May 2017

mHealth
assessment 

guidelines working 
group



GUIDELINES

HOWEVER…

• There is a grey zone of Apps that are not
medical devices and fall outside the 
regulation

• Many of the most risky Apps, such as
uncontrolled and not expert-reviewed
reference books, fall outside the regulation

• The app market is not compatible with 
certification timing

• The user is not aware of quality and 
reliability issues
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EU REGULATION
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RESPONSE FROM THE FDA
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THE FDA PRE-CERTIFICATION 
PILOT PROGRAM

• The basic goal of the Pre-Cert program is that it will focus not 
on particular products but on firms and developers. 

• If the FDA is satisfied that the firm is responsible and safe in its 
development, then it won't need to regulate each product 
from that firm.



RISKS FOR USERS
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DISOTERTED MEMORIES
“If we direct all of our 

attention toward capturing the 
best shots for our social media 
followers to admire, less will 
be available to enjoy other 
aspects of the experience in 

real time,”SLEEP
Getting worked up with anxiety 
or envy from what we see on 

social media keeps the brain on 
high alert, preventing us from 

falling asleep



SECURITY AND PRIVACY
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• Individuals may have a limited or incorrect understanding of when
data about their health is protected by law, and when it is not à
some health-related information are stored in places that usually treat
non-health information (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, etc) à HIPAA rule
does not apply

• Health information collected in different places without consistent
security standards may pose a cybersecurity threat (of which
individuals may be unaware) 

• Medical device manufacturers may not be covered entities or business 
associates under HIPAA. This leaves a health care provider using a 
medical device with potentially greater responsibility for assuring 
privacy and security protections for health information created and 
shared by the device



DATA COLLECTION

• Through mHealth apps and wearables terabytes of personal 
health data are collected daily à
– Who owns the data?
– Will the makers of the fitness bands sell personal 

information? 
– Will it be anonymous and aggregated or associated with 

us by name? 
– What if we want to contribute our data—to a doctor? To 

a research study?
– How are they collected?
– Who can use/analyze these data
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IOT AND ENLARGED NETWORKS

• Challenge of Io(h)T à Securing health care data and medical 
devices (consumer and clinical) to protect patients and provide the 
highest level of care. 

• Io(h)T often uses non-regulated devices that may affect privacy, 
safety, and patient care.

• Who is in charge?
– FDA
– HIPAA
– HHS
– Government

• Too many regulations that apply to different devices/systems that 
are now connected à need to harmonize existing and future laws 
and regulations that affect healthcare industry cybersecurity.
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